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Definition of Task: In the imperative programming
paradigm, a debugging tool with an appropriate
visualisation of the program counter and internal state
is often used as an aid to visualise and learn about
program execution.The functional programming
paradigm does not have the concept of a program
counter or internal state. Executing a program in a
functional programming language is typically viewed
as evaluating an expression using repeated
substitution as seen in the image.
Although derivations such as these are used when
teaching functional programming and reasoning about
functional programs, there is no tool support for
automatically generating such derivations. Having tool
support for generating such derivations could greatly
help learning programming in and debugging
programs written in the functional style.
Hence the main aim of this project is to implement a
substitution stepper for the functional programming
language Haskell that can be used to visualise the
execution of a functional program.

Approach: The first Proof of Concept was built on a
simplified subset of the Haskell abstract syntaxt tree.
Further research into the Glasgow Haskell
Compiler(GHC) and discussions with Haskell experts
showed that it is more feasible to work with GHCs
intermediate language Core than with Haskell itself.
This switch also enabled a closer coupling to GHC
and the output of the resulting prototype proved to be
more readable and user friendly.

Result: The result of this project is a command line
tool that is able to succesfully step through most
Haskell programs and produces outputs that closely
resemble the examples given in the task description.
In comparison to similar, previously existing tools, the
Haskell Substitution Stepper supports a large part of
Haskell and is more closely coupled with the Glasgow
Haskell Compiler.


